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ABSTRACT.  A family of isolated singularities of k-varieties will be here

called equisingular if it can be simultaneously resolved to a family of hypersur-

faces embedded in nonsingular spaces which induce only locally trivial deforma-

tions of pairs of schemes over local artin Ac-algebras.  The functor of locally tri-

vial deformations of the formal embedding of an exceptional set has a versal

object in the sense of Schlessinger.  When the exceptional set Xq is a collection

of nonsingular curves meeting normally in a nonsingular surface X, the moduli

correspond to Laufer's moduli of thick curves.  When X is a nonsingular scheme

of finite type over an algebraically closed  field k and X0 is a reduced closed

subscheme of X, every deformation of (X, Xq) to k[e] such that the deformation

of X0 is locally trivial, is in fact a locally trivial deformation of pairs.

1. Introduction. Much progress has been made recently in the classification

of normal singularities of complex analytic surfaces by considering their resolu-

tions (see [3], [7], [11], [12], [13]). The present paper investigates deforma-

tions of formally embedded schemes with the aim of eventually using these ob-

jects in the algebraic category to classify singularities of dimension two and high-

er. The present work suggests the following notion of equisingularity:  A family

of (isolated) singularities is equisingular if it can be resolved simultaneously to a

family of embeddings in nonsingular spaces which induce only locally trivial de-

formations of pairs of schemes over any local artin fc-algebra.

This paper looks at infinitesimal deformations from the functorial point of

view of Rim [9] and Schlessinger [10]. Specifically, fix a pair (I, X0) consisting

of a locally noetherian formal scheme I and a locally noetherian ordinary scheme

XQ, both defined over a field k, such that XQ is a subscheme of X given by an

Oj-ideal of definition 3. More generally, we set Xn = (ï,Oj/3" + 1) for any

nonnegative integer «.  §2 defines the functor [M^ x ] of isomorphism classes

of deformations of the pair (I, X0) to artin local fc-algebras with the same, resi-

due field k and establishes that it has a "good" deformation theory (Proposition

2.7). We also consider the subfunctor [Ij x ] of isomorphism classes of locally
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trivial deformations of pairs (Definition 2.6).

For certain nice pairs, in particular those corresponding to the completion

of a nonsingular scheme X of finite type over k along a contractable subscheme,

[Ltx ] has a pro-representable hull in the sense of Schlessinger [10, Theorem

4.4 and coroUaries].   In these cases, the tangent space of the locally trivial func-

tor is precisely the space H1(Xn, 1)tX^(Xn)), for large enough n, where

3Der^CY_) is the sheaf of derivations of Or   into itself which induce derivations

of Oy . When X0 is locally a complete intersection in X, and k has character-

istic zero, then <£)et3(A'n) is the full tangent sheaf ^)ex(Xn), corresponding to

Laufer's sheaf x 6 in the analytic case (Corollary 4.10). Thus, our tangent space

is the analog of Laufer's moduli for deformations of thick curves [7, Theorems

2.2, 2.3].  Our proof is very straightforward, allowing explicit calculations at the

end.

In some cases we may compare the functors [Mx x ], [MIX ] and

[L%tx ] (§§5 and 7).   §6 gives a geometric interpretation of our results and

definitions and suggests that [Z,j x ] is the proper functor for preserving equi-

singularity. The final section contains several examples, most notably the case of

exceptionally embedded curves in a nonsingular surface.

The author wishes to express her gratitude to Hugo Rossi, David Lieberman,

and Dock Sang Rim for many stimulating conversations.  Her heartiest thanks,

however, go to Philip Wagreich who first introduced her to the study of singular-

ities and throughout has offered invaluable guidance and encouragement.

2. Deformation functors of the pair (I, X0). Let k be an arbitrary field

and let Sfc = (£ be the category of local artinian fc-algebras with residue field k.

Each ring in C is given the discrete topology. For an object R in (£, the formal

spectrum of R, Spf(F), is exactly Spec(F) as ringed topological spaces. We mimic

the constructions and arguments in the ordinary case found in Schlessinger [10]

and Rim [9], using the notation of §1.  Let F be an object of 6.

Definition 2.1. An (infinitesimal) deformation o/(ï, X0) to R will be a

pair (9, Y0), where 2) is a formal adic prescheme over R and Y0 is a closed sub-

scheme of 2) given by an ideal of definition I of % with the following properties:

(1) Oj and Oy-   are flat sheaves of F-modules.

(2) There is a commutative diagram of formal schemes

iY:      X  -> 2)

1 1
Spf(k)-► Spf(F)

identifying 3E with 2) xR k and X0 with Y0 xR k.

Note that we write 2) x^ S for 2) XsPf(K) Spf(5) for a morphism R —► S

infi.
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Choose any open affine formal subscheme 17 of 2).  If 5 = T(c7, Og) and

J = V(U, I), then by (2) we know that i$l(U) = Spf(v4), where A = B ®R k =

proj lim(B/J" + l ®R k) is an open formal affine subscheme of I, and B/J ®R k

= A0 is a quotient of A by an ideal of definition oM.  Since A is a complete

noetherian adic ring, so is B. Indeed, it is not difficult to prove the following

fact.

Proposition 2.2. Let B be an adic R-algebra, for R an artin local k-algebra

with residue field k.  Suppose that B &R k = A is a noetherian k-algebra.  Then

B is noetherian.

In particular, B ®R k = B ®R k.

We may note that /'«(!") = 3", for all positive integers «. Since R is an

artinian ring, ig: ï —>ty is a closed immersion which is a homeomorphism on

underlying topological spaces.

The trivial deformation of (I, XQ) to R is the pair (J xk R, X0 xk R),

with the obvious map ig.

Let (2). Yo) and C3> Zq) be deformations of (ï, X0) to R and S respective-

ly. A morphism (3, Z0) —*■ (2), Y0) is a pair («, F) where u: S —> R is a mor-

phism in S and F: 2) —* 3 is a morphism of formal schemes such that if I is

the Oj-ideal defining YQ and Äthe Oyideal defining Z0, the following condi-

tions are satisfied:

(1) F*(A)-0»=X.
(2) Diagram (2.3) is commutative.

F: 2)

(2.3)

Spf(u): Spf(R) Spf(5)

In particular, if (2), Y0) and (3, ZQ) are both deformations of (I, X0) to i?, we

say that (2), J^) and (3. Zq) are isomorphic if there is a morphism (idR, F):
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(3. Zq) —* (2). Yq)- In this case, 2) and 3 are isomorphic as formal schemes

in such a way that Y0 and Z0 are identified.

Definition 2.4. Mîx (R) = the collection of all deformations of (I, X0)

to R, for R an object of (J. pij^ (ß)l — {isomorphism classes of deformations

of(X,*0)toF}.

The latter defines a covariant functor from (5 to ©et« such that

Wix (k)] consists of the single class [(I, X0)]. For u: R —*■ S any (5-mor-

phism and (2), Y0) a deformation of (I, X0) to R, we find that [Mix ](u) •

[2)> l^] = & zol ' where 3 = 2) xÄ S and Z0 is defined by the ©¿-ideal of

definition St - Î ®Ä 5, I the Og-ideal defining Z0.

Let U C X be an open formal subscheme of JE. We have the natural restric-

tion functors over d,Ml>Xo -*MX[uXq1u and [MÍXq] -* W^^].

Definition 2.6.   A locally trivial deformation of (X, X0) to F is a defor-

mation (2), Y0) of (X, XQ) to R with the following property:  There is a covering

of X by affine open formal subschemes Ua such that (2)1^ , Yq\v ) is isomorphic

to the trivial deformation of (X\v , X0\u ) toR.

We define a subfunctor of [M% x ].

[Z.J x (R)] = {isomorphism classes of locaUy trivial

deformations of (I, X0) to R}.

Proposition 2.7. Suppose X is a locally noetherian formal prescheme over

k, 3 an ideal of definition for X, and X0 = (X, Oj/3).  77ie7J iAe functors

[Mj x ] and [Lj x ] both satisfy conditions H1 and H2 of Schlessinger's

Theorem 2.11 [10].

Proof.  Suppose we have a diagram of morphisms

Q\ y'0) (2)", O

(2.8) («', F')\ ^i"". F")

(2). r0)

of deformations (2)', Y^), (2)", ro') and (2), Y0) toR',R", and F, respectively.

We may set O3 = Oj)- x0    Qjp a sheaf of rings on the underlying topological

space of X. Let the ideal Z' (resp. I", resp. I) define the embedding of Y'0

(resp. r0', resp. ro) in 2)' (resp. 2)", resp. 2)). Then the sheaf of ideals f =

Î' x j 3" defines an (adic) topology on O3 in such a way that whenever k" is

surjective, the ring of sections of O3 over an affine open U is complete in its
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topology, and the projection maps yx : O3 —♦ Cg- and ty2: O3 —* Og" are

continuous. Furthermore, setting Z0 = (I,Oa/#) we see that

Now the proof that Hx and H2 hold for [Mt Xq] follows exactly as in the scheme

case [10, §3]. If the deformations of diagram (2.8) are all locally trivial, then

so is the deformation (3, Z0) defined above. Therefore [Ij x ] satisfies H,

and H2 as well.

The existence of versal elements for Wx,x0^ an(* \^l,Xr} now rests en'

tirely on the dimension of the tangent space to these functors. The obvious

statement corresponding to [10, Lemma 3.8] also holds, giving a condition for

H4.

3. Special automorphisms of A ® k[e] and the sheaves î)er^(A'n). Let A

be any fc-algebra. The group of &[e]-automorphisms v of the ring A ®k k[e]

which induce the identity when tensored with k is isomorphic to the i4-module

Derfc(i4) = Hom^ífi^, A). Here SlA = SlA/k is the .4-module of 1-differentials

with respect to k.  Specifically, for a and A in A, we can write uniquely v(a + be)

= a + be + D(a)e. If we write v ~ D, then v~1 ~ -D.

Let 7 be an ideal of A. The group of fc[e]-automorphisms v of the ring

A ®fc k[e] which induce the identity when tensored with k and such that

i<7 ®fc k[e]) = I®k k[e] will be denoted Autid(4,1). The derivation D associ-

ated to such a v has the property that D(I) C I. Conversely, if D(7) C 7, then the

fc[e]-automorphism derived from D lies in Autid(4,1).

Definition 3.1.   Der£(/1) = Ker p, where p is the natural map p: DerfcG4)

— Homyl//(7/72,,4/7).

The association of automorphisms and derivations described above induces

a group isomorphism between AutidG4, 7) and Der£(/i). In particular, Autid(4, 7)

is an abelian group which is in fact an .¿-module. When there is no danger of

confusion we will drop the subscript k.

Assume that A is noetherian and give A the 7-adic topology. If Â is the

completion of A, then 7 = A4 is the completion of 7 in the induced topology.

The ideal 7 ®fc k[e] is an ideal of definition for the tensor product A ®k k[e] =

A ®k k[e]. For all nonnegative integers «, set An = A/In+l and In - 7/7" + 1.

Lemma 3.2.  Autid(4, T) = proj lim Autid(>l„, I„).

The proof of this is easy and will be left to the reader.

Since AutidG4„, 7„) = Der n(An), we also have the identity Autid(Xn, In)

= proj lim Der "(An). We investigate the projective sequence {Der "(An)} a
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Uttle more closely. Whenever 0 < m < n, we have a diagram of canonical homo-

morphisms with exact rows

0 —DMtfJ-^Hom^ffî,, ®A An, An)^Y\omA(In^l(In^)\An)

°mn

(3.3) i I j
0 - Der04J -^ HomAJSlA ®A Am, AJ -^ HomAjr + ,/(r + 1)2. Am)

%0m

0 — Der(A0)-^ Horn,,^ ®A A0, AQ) -^ Hom^i///2, /10)

Now we claim that for all m,Ker/0 ° £0m C Ker/m.  In fact, suppose /is

an element of Hom^   (SlA *A Am, Am) = Horn^fi^, Am) and that /lies in

Ker/0 « gQm. This means that (/0 ° gom)(f)[i*] = 0, for all elements i in /,

where /* stands for residue class modulo I2. In turn, this means that g0m(f)[di]

= 0 in AQ, for aU / in I, which is equivalent to f[di] eim in Am. But then cer-

tainly f[dlm + '] C (m + iy£ + 1 = Oin/lm,so/liesinKer/m.

However, for all m > 1, the canonical isomorphism SlA ®A A0 = SlA    ®A

AQ [EGA 0, 20.5.12] allows us to write /0 ° g0m o ¡m = pm, where pm is the

natural map Der(Am) —► WomA (I/I2, A0) of Definition 3.1. Thus, since im is

injective, we have Der m(Am) = Ker/0 ° g0m, for all m > 1.  Since g0n —

g0m o gmn whenever 0 < m < n, we see that the maps making {Der n(An)} into

a projective sequence are just the restrictions gfnn of the maps gmn to the sub-

modules Der "(A„). Notice that gmn is surjective if gmn is.

We shall leave out the subscript n in In when there is no danger of con-

fusion. Thus, De^AJ = De/n(An).

Let X be a scheme of finite type over at, 3 a coherent O^-ideal and X0 =

(X, 0^/3). AU the groups and morphisms above may be sheafified. We will use

German type and the scheme letters X, XQ, etc. for the sheaves and sheaf maps

whose sections over an affine open U of X are given by the groups and homo-

morphisms above, with the corresponding Roman names.  In particular, there is

a natural isomorphism $)er;3(AT) « Slut i b(X, X0) where the right-hand side is

the sheaf of sections of &[e]-automorphisms of X x k[e] which induce automor-

phisms of X0 x k[e], and the left-hand side is the coherent sheaf of C^-modules

which is the kernel of the map

(3.4) p: ®er(A) = §omCx(nx, Ox) -+ §om0/3(3/32,C/3).

Now let 3E be a locally noetherian formal scheme over k, 3 an ideal of

definition for X. With the notation of §1, each sheaf "Der3"^) = ÎJec3^)
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is a coherent Ox -module.  Define 5 = proj lim 1)trf(Xn) in the category of

sheaves of abelian groups on the underlying topological space of X, where the

maps gmn: 1btx^(Xn) —* 'Z)tx^(Xm) for « > m correspond to the restrictions

of the maps gmn of (3.3) to the kernels of /„ o g0n. It follows that for U an

open affine subscheme of X,A = r(¿7, O,) is complete in the 7-adic topology

when 7 = T(U, 3), and

5(17) = proj lim T(U,^tt\Xn)) = proj lim Dei*(An)

= AutidG4, 7) = Dei*(A).

We will denote the sheaf 3 thus defined by Sutib(ï, X0) or T>n^(X).

When X is locally the completion of a scheme X of finite type over k along

a closed subscheme X0, the association ($—► ($ attaching to a coherent sheaf of

0^-modules its completion along X0 is an exact functor. In particular, if we

write f2j = Ûx and set $)er X = î)er(Ar), then Der X = §omoj(í2i, Oj)

and 3)er3(I) =  3Iutib(ï, X0) = $er p, where p is the natural morphism

of coherent sheaves of Cj-modules corresponding to (3.1).

4. Versal objects for [7j x ].

Proposition 4.1. Suppose X is a locally noetherian formal scheme over k,

3 an ideal of definition for X such that Xn - (X, ©i/3" + ') is a scheme of

finite type over k for « = 0, 1, 2,. . . .  Then there is an isomorphism of k-

vector spaces tL s¡Hl(X, Slut i b(X, X0)) where L is the functor of isomorphism

classes of locally trivial deformations of (X, X0) to objects of the category (5,

andtL=[L(X,XQ)](k[e]).

Proof. When (2), Y0) is a locally trivial deformation of (X, X0) to k[e],

there is a covering of X by open affine formal schemes {Ua} and /:[e]-sheaf iso-

morphisms:

V (Og,©r0)l£/a -^ (Or®k[e],0Xo®k[e])\Ua

inducing the identity when tensored with k. The collection {va&}, where va& =

ia o ij1, forms a cocycle in Z'({Uaß], Sut ib (X, XQ)). The rest of the details

are as usual.

In order to calculate the dimension of tL as a fc-vector space, we will want

to know when taking first cohomology commutes with taking projective limits

of sheaves. From [EGA 0, 13.1 and 13.3] we get the following definition and

proposition.

Definition 4.2. A projective system (Aa, faß) satisfies condition ML (the

Mittag-Leffler condition) if for all a, there is a ß > a such that v > ß implies that

/aiA-4i>) = faß(Aß).
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Definition 4.3.   Let AT be a topological space, ($k)k&/ a projective sys-

tem of sheaves of abelian groups on X, 3 = proj lim ftk. Let SB be a basis of

open sets for the topological space X and suppose the foUowing conditions are

satisfied:

(a) H'(£/, 3fc) = 0 for aU k > 0, / > 0, and U G SB.

(b) For all t7 G SB, r(U, 3fe) -* r(J7, &ft) is surjective whenever A < k.

Then for i > 0, the natural map A,: H'(X, 8) -* proj Wm^KX, ^k) is

surjective.

If in addition, for some i, (Hl~ 1(X, ^k))iç^^ satisfies condition ML, then

h¡ is a bijection, while A0 is always an isomorphism without any hypotheses.

Theorem 4.4.  Let X be a formal scheme which is locally the completion

of a nonsingular scheme of finite type over k along a closed subscheme. Let 3

be an ideal of definition for X and set Xn = (X, Cj /3"+1)- Then there is a

surjective map tL —* proj Urn Hl(X, 3)e 13(Ar„)) when L is the functor of iso-

morphism classes of locally trivial infinitesimal deformations of (X, X0).

If, in addition, X0 is proper over k, then this map is a bijection of k-vector

spaces.

Proof.   The basis SB will consist of all the affine open subschemes U such

that on U, X is the completion of a nonsingular scheme X along a closed sub-

scheme, which we may assume to be X0. Consider the projective system of

sheaves (Ser 2(X„))nGN. LetA = T(U, Ox) and / = r(t7, 3) where 3 is the

O^-sheaf of ideals defining the embedding of X0 in X. The hypotheses imply

that the finitely generated .4-module SlA is projective, so that the maps gmn of

(3.3) are surjective for m<n. Then their restrictions g* „ to r(i7, Der3^))

are surjective for all U in SB. Hence condition 4.3(b) holds. Condition 4.3(a) is

satisfied for the basis SB since the sheaves are all coherent. Propositions 4.1 and

4.3 imply the first statement of the theorem.

Now assume that XQ is proper over k and fix m > 0. The scheme Xm is

also proper and of finite type over k. Fix i and set for n > m

Cn = Im 6m„: H'(X, $er3(;r„)) -+//'(!, Der3(A;m)).

The collection {C„} forms a descending chain of A:-vector spaces of the finite

dimensional space H'(X, î)et3(ATm)). This means there is an integer n >m

such that Cn = Cn<, whenever n ~$> n . In other words, the ML condition holds

for the sequence (//'(JE, Der3(X„))), foraUi. The second part of Proposition

4.3 now gives us the final statement of our theorem.

Note that what was really needed for 4.3(b) to be satisfied was the formal

projectivity of Í2j or Q.x in the 3-adic topology.

In the following, ©„ stands for Ox .
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Corollary 4.5.   7/i« the situation of Theorem 4.4, X0 is proper over k

and Hl(X, î)et(0„, 3"/3"+1)) = 0 for all large n, then tL is finite dimensional

and the functor [LiX ] has a pro-representable hull.

Proof. î>er(0„, 3"/3n + 1) is the sheaf of ¿-derivations of 0„ into the

ideal 3"/3" + 1. Under the hypotheses given, there is an exact sequence of sheaves

over the underlying topological space of X.

(4.6)   O-^erÇD^SW1) — î>et3(*„) -^ S)tx*(Xn_x)->0

whenever n > 0. Part of the induced long exact sequence of cohomology groups

Hl(X, 1)er(0„, 3"/3"+1)) —ff!(X, &*Hxn))
(4 7)

^Hi(X,'Z)tt^(Xn_x)).

Since these cohomology groups are finite dimensional in any case, the corollary

follows.

Definition 4.8.   Let 3 be an O^-ideal for a locally noetherian scheme X.

The closed subscheme X0 = (X, 0^/3) is locally a complete intersection in X if

3is a regular ideal; that is, for each point x of X, 3X is generated by an 0Xx-

regular sequence. When this is the case, 3"/3n+1 is a locally free 0^/3-module,

for all positive integers « [SGA, Exposé II, p. 18].

We may replace A" by 3£ and Ox by Oj hi the definition above to get the

notion of a locally complete intersection in a formal scheme X, requiring in ad-

dition that 3 be an ©j-ideal of definition.

Lemma 6.8.  Let A be a local algebra over a field k of characteristic zero

and let fx,. . . , fk be an A-regular sequence contained in the maximal ideal of

A.  Then if I is the ideal ifx,..., fk), it is true that, whenever n > 1, Der¿ (A)

= De¿k(A).

The proof of this lemma is left to the reader.

Corollary 4.10. Let X be the completion of a nonsingular scheme X of

finite type over a field k of characteristic zero along a proper closed subscheme

X0. If X0 is locally a complete intersection, then tL = proj lim Hl(X, T)tx(Xn)).

If furthermore 3/32 is an ample Ox -vector bundle in the sense ofHartshome

[5], then dimfc tL < °° and the functor [£,$ x ] has a pro-representable hull.

Proof. The first statement is obtained by applying the lemma to the

stalks of the sheaves $)er3"(A) and î)er3(A), and from the fact that t>ex(Xn)

(resp. î)er3(^„)) is the image of t>tx^n(X) (resp. <Dtx^(X)) under the map

in- §om0 (%,£*) ^§om0(i2;r, Oxßn+1).
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For the second statement, notice that we have for all n > 0 the isomor-

phisms

$er(0„, 3"/3"+1) = $om0n(fi„, 3"/3B+1)

= $>ornCo(nx®0xoQ,yiv+i)

= &>m0x(six,yw+1)

= $om%(í2x, Ox) ®0x TIT+1.

The ampleness of 3/32 now implies thatHl(X, î)et(0„, 3"/3"+1)) =

HX(X, %n(X) ® 3"/3n+1) vanishes for large n. The corollary foUows from

the previous one.

5. Relation between [Lt x ] and [M¿ x ]. The fact is that when X and

X0 are sufficiently nice, then [¿jjf.] has a pro-representable huU if and only if

[Mj x ] does.  This results stems from the sequence of Theorem 5.2 below.

First recall [9, Lemma 4.4] that there is a canonical exact sequence of vector

spaces, for any scheme X0 of finite type over k,

(5.1)    0 — Hl(X0, ^tt(X0)) -* [MXQ(k[e])] -+ H°(X0,<S)Xq)

where T)Xq is the coherent sheaf of 0*- -modules which attaches to each open

affine subscheme Spec(A) of X0 the .4-module Exalcommfc(/4, A) of commuta-

tive fc-algebra extensions of A by A. The sheaf S^   is supported on the singu-

lar set of X0. The space Hl(XQ, î)er(Af0)) then corresponds under (5.1) to the

set of isomorphism classes of locally trivial deformations of X0 to k[e], that is,

to [I;r0(fc[e])], where Lx   is the obvious functor.

Theorem 5.2.  Let X be a noetherian formal k-scheme, X0 a subscheme

of finite type over k, locally a complete intersection in X, defined by the ideal

3.  Suppose that X is formally smooth over k   Then there is an exact sequence

of k-vector spaces

0 — [¿i.x0(»] -*> Wt,xQ(k[e])] -*H°(X0,VXq).

That is, any deformation of(X, X0) to k[e] such that the deformation ofX0 is

locally trivial, is in fact a locally trivial deformation of pairs.

Proof.  The theorem is local in nature and we may assume that (2), 1^0)

is a deformation of an affine pair (X, XQ) to k[e] such that Y0 is the trivial de-

formation of X0. We wiU show that then the pair (2), Y0) is the trivial defor-

mation of (X, X0) under the hypotheses stated. Setting B = T(% Ojj) and
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J — rCZ). I)» A and Ias usual, we have a commuting diagram

0 0 0

i 1 J
0-* I---*J -► /-► o

I        J !
(5.3)     o-*A--->B -2-yA->0

0->A0->A0 ®k k[e]-^+A0-> 0

1 I      *    I
0 0 0

where A0 = A/I and s0 is a fc-algebra map such that p0 ° s0 = id^.

We first demonstrate that / is a regular ideal of B. Namely, we have

Lemma 5.4.  Let A be a noetherian k-algebra, la regular ideal of A. Sup-

pose B is a k-algebra extension of A by A, with augmentation map p: B —* A,

J is an ideal ofB such that p(J) = 7, and B/J is an extension of A/I by A/I under

the induced map p0 : B/J —*■ A/I.  Then J is a regular ideal of B.

Proof.  The situation is a generalization of diagram (5.3), with B0 = B/J

replacing A0 ® k[e] and no section s0 assumed.

Since the underlying topological spaces of Spec(5) and Spec(/4) are the

same, the ideal 7 is regular if and only if for all maximal ideals M containing /,

there is an element g E B - M such that If is generated by a regular .¿-sequence,

where / = p(g) [SGA I, Exposé II, pp. 16-18]. By localization, therefore, we

may assume that there is a regular A -sequence zx,. . . , zp generating the ideal 7.

We claim that ifyx,. .. , yp in / are such that p(y¡) = z¡,i= 1,. . . , p, then

yx, . . . , y   is a regular 5-sequence generating /.  Since such y¡ can always be

chosen, this will establish the proposition.

Note that if we abuse notation by writing e = eilA) and if A £ B, then the

product A • e in B is just e(p(A)). Using this fact, it is easy to check that {yx,

• • ■ , yp} generates /. The reader may also use induction to show that for 0 <

i < p, iyx,. . . ,y¡)ne(A) = e(zx,. . . , z¡). Now it follows by induction that

yx,. . . , y i is a regular 5-sequence for 1 < i < p, completing the demonstration

of the lemma.

To return to the proof of Theorem 5.2, we may conclude that J"/Jn+1 is

a locally free, hence flat, B0-module for all positive integers n. Since B0 is flat

over k[e], we may use induction on « to prove that Bn is a flat fc[e]-module, for

all n. Thus, tensoring the middle row of (5.3) with Bn = B/Jn+1, we get a com-
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muting diagram of ¿[e]-algebra extensions, where An = A/I= A/rn+i

■* A -* B ■+A ■+0

(5.5) ■*Am ■*Em
■+A ■+0

■*Am
■+B. Pn

fn

■*A. -»•0

Here, the ¿-algebra extension En is the common image of B and Bn under

the maps

Exalcommfc04, A) -* Exalcommfc04, A„),

ExalcommkG4„, An) —*■ Exalcommfc(X, An).

We give En = A xA   Bn the /„-adic topology, where /„ = Im(7) =

I xA Bn. We claim there is a continuous section cn of the continuous map qn. To

see this, just note that since A is formally smooth in the 7-adic topology, and pn is a

surjection of discrete ¿-algebras with nilpotent kernel, the map A —► An splits

into a composition of continuous maps A -^* Bn —*■ An. The map cn is then

given by cn(a) = (a, fia)), aEA.

Now consider a commuting diagram of solid arrows with exact rows and

fixed sections, n<m, cm

-» A.
■* Em

- Em

■* A ■* 0

In

Define a map D E Homfe(i4, En) by D = hnm ° cm - cn. Then D(A) C en(An)

and it can easily be checked that D is actually a ¿-derivation of A into An, which

we will henceforth denote by Dn. The formal smoothness of A implies the for-

mal projectivity of £lA ,k, and so the surjectivity of the maps gmn of (3.3). Let

Dm be an element of Dexk(A, Am) = Hom^^, Am) such thatgnm(Dm) = D„.

Then the continuous map c'm = cm + e ° Dm is a new section of pm and hnm o

cm ~ cn'

This means that any fixed section c0 of the extension E0 induces a sequence

of sections cn of the extensions En such that hnm ° cm = cn. Let s be the pro-

jective limit of the maps cn. Noting that B = proj lim En in the category of

topological ¿-algebras (use diagram (5.5)), it is clear that s is a ¿-algebra section of

the extension B of A by A, and that s is continuous. If now c0 is the section
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given by c0(a) = (a, s0 o /„(«)) then clearly s induces s0 and we may conclude

that (B, BQ) is isomorphic to the trivial deformation of the fc-algebra pair (A, A0)

to k[e]. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 5.6.   Let X be the completion of a nonsingular scheme of

finite type over k along a proper closed subscheme X0 which is locally a com-

plete intersection in X.  Then Wi,xn\ has a pro-representable hull if and only

V lLï,x0] does-

6. Geometric interpretation. The reason for using the functor [LxxA as

a basis for the notion of equisingularity, rather than aU of [Afj x ], is based on

the result of Proposition 6.3 below. Essentially in the complex case, if (X, X0)

is the completion of a resolution of a normal singularity on a surface along the

exceptional curve, with X0 having only normal crossings, then deformations of

(X, X0) to an arbitrary scheme which preserve the graph of X0 are precisely

those which induce only locaUy trivial tangent deformations. First, however, we

need a simple calculation.

Lemma 6.1.   Suppose X0 is a finite collection of complete nonsingular

divisors meeting normally in a nonsingular surface X defined over an algebraically

closed field.  Then the stalk ofXh  at the intersection point x of any pair of

components ofX0 is just k, and any deformation of the local ring Oxa,x t0 *tel

is of the form

(6.2) Oy0,:e = (£)x\;e®**[e])/(/ + ae)>    ° G *•

where f is any fixed generator of the Ox-ideal 3 at x.

Proof.  Let x be the intersection of two components. The completion of

the local ring £)x   at x is isomorphic to the quotient of the formal power series

ring in two variables, k[[X, Y]]/(XY). Hence, we need only calcúlatela   in

the case that A is the polynomial ring k[X, Y] and / is the ideal (XY), by [9,

Corollary 3.14].

In this case, [9, Theorem 3.12(8)] asserts that

®x * = DA0 = Coker: Derit^' ^o) -*■ HomA q(I/I2, A0).

We know that the association {/—* the value /takes on the residue of XY mod-

ulo (XY)2} defines an isomorphism of HomA (I/I2, A0) with A0. Now if D is

an element of Derk(A, A0), then D(XY) = X*D(Y) + Y*D(X), where "*" means

residue modulo (XY). Therefore, / comes from such a D if and only if the value

of /on the residue of XY lies in the maximal ideal (X*, Y*) of AQ at x. Hence

the cokernel of the map is isomorphic to A0/(X*, Y*) = k.

Furthermore, the deformations of OxQ,x °f *he ̂ oim (6-2) are certainly
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nonisomorphic as ¿[e]-algebras, and so spanî)^    .

Proposition 63.  Suppose ¿ = C, the field of complex numbers, and let

it: (Z, Z0)—> Specie [f] ) be a flat family of pairs of schemes, together with an

isomorphism of iX, X0) with the fiber over t = 0. Assume X is a nonsingular

surface and X0 is a curve with only normal crossings in X.  Let X iresp. 3) be

the completion of X (resp. Z) along X0 (resp. Z0). For any algebraic C-space W,

we write Wan for the corresponding complex analytic space.   Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) The deformation (2), Y0) ofiX, XQ) to C[e] induced by the map t r-*■

e is locally trivial.

(ii) There is an open disc U about 0 in C, and an open neighborhood V of

X0fin in Zan such that the family it: (V, Z0a/l n V) —*■ U is locally on X0an a

trivial family of pairs of analytic spaces.

Proof.  The deformation (2), Y0) induced by the map t t—* e has the

property that the local ring at a point x, which is the intersection point of two

components of Z0, is of the form (6.2). The deformation is trivial in some

neighborhood of x if and only if a = 0.

Let §z,x (resP- &z0,x) De the local ring of Zan (resp. Z0 an) at x. Then

(6.2) implies that by a suitable analytic change of coordinates,

§z.x «cw. y> f> md §z0,*/('2) * c&> y> '>/(*y+at< *2y

This means that the ideal of Z0 at x is generated by an element of the form

XY + at(l + tP(X, Y, t)).  In some small open polydisc Dx = {|x|< 5, |y|<

5. kl < S} about x in Z, we may use the coordinate change X' =

X/(l + tP(X, Y, t)), Y' =Y,t' = t, and obtain $z      = C{X', Y, t}/(X'Y + at).

Now (Dx, Dx n Z0) is a trivial deformation of pairs of analytic spaces to If I < 5

precisely when a = 0, for otherwise the fiber of Z0 over any t # 0 is nonsingular.

7. Relation between deformations of pairs of schemes and deformations

of formal embeddings. The formal pairs we generally look at are, of course, pairs

(3£, X0) where X is the completion of a smooth scheme of finite type X along a

closed proper hypersurface. Therefore, it will be useful to look at the functors

[Mx x ] and [Lx x ] corresponding to isomorphism classes of deformations of

the pair of schemes (X, X0). The definition of [Mx x ] is exactly analogous to

our functor [Mx x ] (see [9]). The functor of isomorphism classes of deforma-

tions of the single scheme X to objects in (J is [Mx] = [Mx<t>]. We have (note

the correction to Lemma 4.7 in [9] )

Lemma 7.1. Suppose that 3 is the ideal sheaf of Ox defining 0Xq =O0.

Then there is an exact sequence of k-vector spaces
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H°(X, *>«(*)) ■£-+ H°(X0, $om0o(3/32,00))

-»[Mx.xflWÏÏ^WxWeW-

The map p* is derived from the natural map of sheaves p of (3.4).

Proof.  The sequence is derived as follows. The kernel of A is the collec-

tion of isomorphism classes of deformations of (X, X0) to k[e] "sitting inside

X x Jt[e]." That is, if the class of (Y, Y0) lies in Ker A, then there is an isomor-

phism of Y with X x k[e] from which we may deduce the commutative diagram

of sheaves on the underlying topological space of X, with exact rows and columns

0 0 0

I J I
0  -►    3    -►   3 ® k[e]  -►    3  -► 0

0   -" Vx  -►©*»*[«] q     '  C^ -►  0
(7.2)

I'
°'-     -"   °^o -55-'%->0lo

I I I
0 0 0

Fixing the section 8 of q, we let f = i o $ and

f*eH°(X,^omOß2,0Xo))

be the morphism induced by f by the commutativity of the diagram.

Now Î completely determines ©y   and hence the isomorphism class of the

pair (Y, Y0). In turn, the sections of Î over an open subscheme U of X are all

the sections of the form / ® 1 - h¡ ® e, where i is a section of 3 and h¡ is a

section of Ox whose residue modulo 3 if /*(/).

Let D be an element of H°(X, T)tx(X)). Under the canonical isomorphism

of H°(X, î)er(A)) with the group of /:[e]-automorphisms of X x k[e] inducing

the identity modulo e, D corresponds to the automorphism v* of Zjx ® k[e]

which takes sections a®l+A®etoa®l+(A+ D(a)) ® e, a and b sections

of Ox. Hence, the sections of v*(3 ®£[e]) are all sections of the form / ® 1 +

(D(i) + i')e, where / and i' are sections of 3.  If Î = v*Q ® k[e]) for such a v,

then (Y, Y0) is isomorphic as a deformation of the pair (X, X0) to the trivial de-
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formation (X x ¿[e], X0 x ¿[e]). This will happen if and only if -D induces f*

via the map p*.

Theorem 13. Let X be a nonsingular scheme of finite type over an alge-

braically closed field k. Suppose X0 is a reduced closed subscheme ofX. Then

there is an exact sequence ofk-vector spaces

0 — [Lx>XQ(k[e])] -> [Mx>Xo(k[e])] — H0(X0,S)Xo).

That is, every deformation of(X, X0) to k[e] such that the deformation ofX0

is locally trivial is a locally trivial deformation of pairs.

Proof.  Since X is nonsingular, any deformation Y of X to ¿[e] is locally

trivial. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we may assume that (X, X0) is

an affine pair and that (Y, Y0) is a deformation of (X, X0) to ¿[e] such that the

deformations Y and Y0 of X and X0 are separately trivial. In particular, if A =

r(X, Ox) and 7 = T(X, 3), the isomorphism class of (Y, YQ) lies in the image of

Hom^j (7/72, A0) in [Mx x (¿[e])] under the sequence of Lemma 7.1. If B =

r(Y, Oy) and / is the ideal defining the embedding of Y0 in Y, there are iso-

morphisms of B with A ® ¿[e] and B0 with A0 ® ¿[e], so that we get diagram

(5.3) again, together with a section s of p.

Fix a closed point x and shrink X if necessary to an affine open neighbor-

hood of x such that there are elements zx.zn in A, « the dimension of A,

with the property that X is étale over Spec(tT) = Z where C = k[zx,... , zn].

We claim that in some open neighborhood of x and its image, (3 <"> O^) ' Ox =

3. This would mean that 3 is generated near x by some rational functions Q(z)

with coefficients in ¿, where z = (zx.zn) and the elements {dzx,. . . , dzn}

form a free basis of Slx. But the claim follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 7.4.   Let C—*A be an étale map of local k-algebras such that

each is the localization of a k-algebra of finite type, and assume that k is algebra-

ically closed. Suppose lis a radical ideal of A (Le. A/I is reduced). Then

(inC)'A=I.

Proof. The function n(z) which assigns to any point z of Z = Spec(C)

the sum of the separable degrees of the residual extensions ¿(x) over k(z), for

x Ef~1(z), is upper semicontinuous. At the closed point of Z, n(z) = 1, since

k is algebraically closed, hence « is the constant 1. In particular, if Q is a prime

ideal of C, there is one and only one prime P of A such that P C\C = Q. On

the other hand, A/QA is étale over C/Q, hence reduced since C/Q is [SGA I,

Exposé I, Corollary 9.3]. Thus Q • A = P or (P C\Q-A = P, establishing

the lemma for 7 prime. Note that PC p' if and only if Q C Q', where g' =

P' n C, P' another prime of A.
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In the general case, we may write / as the intersection fX-x P¡ of the dis-

tinct primes minimal among those containing /. Then if / = / n C, J is reduced

and / = Dî=iô/» where P¡rtC= Q¡. Each prime Q¡ is minimal among those

containing /.  Since A/JA is étale over C/J, it is reduced by the reference aheady

cited, and so JA is the intersection of the minimal primes containing it. These

are in one-to-one correspondence with the minimal primes of C containing /, so

that¿4 = ní=iP/ = /.
Getting back to the proof of Theorem 7.3, denote the residue class modulo

/ of an element a G A by a* and set /=/ o s as in Lemma 7.1. Using the section

s0, we can find elements a¡ G A such that fiz¡) = zf + af • e, for i = 1,. .. , n.

Then we can define an element D in Der(A) by setting D(dz¡) = a¡, and extending

it linearly to SlA/k. We claim that the image of D in HomA (I/I2, A0) under p*

is precisely /*, so that (Y, Y0) is the trivial deformation of (X, X0) to k[e].

In fact, D(dQ(z)) = ^%xbQ(z)ldZi • a¡, by the definition of D, whüe f(Q(z))

= Q(z*) + S"=13(2(2*)/3r/ • afe, for any rational function Q of z with coeffi-

cients in k. This means that if Q(z) G /, then /* applied to the residue of Q(z) in

I/I2 gives rise to precisely D(dQ(z))*.   Since the image of D and / in

EomA (I/I2, A0) are completely determined by their actions on these generators

of I/I2 as an j40-module, the claim is established. This proves the theorem.

8. Examples. All our examples will involve pairs (X, X0) where X is the

completion of a nonsingular scheme X, of finite type over an algebraically closed

field of characteristic zero, along a proper hypersurface X0. We wiU write tL for

[£IA- (Ä:[e])].  If 3 is the ideal defining the embedding of X0 in X, then 3 is

invertible and so CoroUary 4.10 applies.

(1)  Nonsingular curves.   Let X0 be a complete nonsingular curve of

genus g lying in a nonsingular surface X. Suppose the normal bundle sJlA-   of the

embedding is negative of degree -n.  Then 3/32 = WXq and is ample with degree

n. Thus, dim tL < °°.

When g > 1 and n > Ag - 4, the reader may check easily that

tL = proj lim H\X, S>tx(Xn)) = H*(X, $er (*,)).

Furthermore, we have the exact sequence

0-+Hi(Xo,<&x(X)® 3/32) ^Hl(X,'S>tx(X1))^Hi(X0,'S)ex(X0)) — 0

and a natural isomorphism Hl(X0, Vex(X) ® I/I2) = Hl(X0, t)X(}). Roughly

speaking, all the tangent deformations of (X, X0) which induce trivial deforma-

tions of X0 are obtained by deforming the normal bundle of the embedding,

since Hl(XQ, 0Xo)is ^ tangent space to the Picard functor at (X0, vJl^-0).

Simüar computations show that when g = 0 and -n is any nonpositive
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integer, then tL = 0. On the other hand, if A" is the nth power of the hyper-

plane bundle over the projective line, n a positive integer, then tL is infinite

dimensional.

(2) We make the following definition.

Definition 8.1.  Let XQ be a closed subscheme of a locally noetherian

scheme X. Let X be the completion of X along X0. We will call the pair (X, X0)

rigid (resp. L-rigid) or say that the embedding of X0 in X is formally rigid (resp.

formally L-rigid) if [MiXo(k[e])] = 0(resp. [Lï>X()(k[e])] = 0).

When ¿ = C, the field of complex numbers, and X0 is a finite collection of

complete curves meeting normally in a surface X with negative definite intersec-

tion matrix, then X0 is formally ¿-rigid if and only if the singularity obtained by

blowing down X0 to a point is analytically taut.  Recall

Definition 8.2. Let p be a normal two-dimensional singularity in a com-

plex analytic surface. Then p is taut if any normal two-dimensional singularities

having the same (dual) weighted graph as p for its minimal resolution is analytic-

ally isomorphic to p.

If Zan is the unique analytic structure associated to a given complex alge-

braic variety Z and %an the coherent analytic sheaf associated to an algebraic

sheaf 8 on Z [GAGA], then the sheaf x 6 of Laufer [7] is precisely the sheaf

(Der (Xn))an and by Theorem 1 of [GAGA] we have canonical isomorphisms

H'(Xn, '§tx(Xn))-+Hi(Xnian, 6n), for all positive integers «.

The results of Laufer [7, Theorems 3.9 and 3.10] then show that analytic

tautness of a normal surface singularity is equivalent to formal ¿-rigidity of the

embedding of the exceptional set of the desingularization of p obtained by blow-

ing up just enough points in the minimal resolution until a configuration of non-

singular curves meeting normally in a nonsingular surface is obtained. In partic-

ular, Tjurina's proof [11] that all rational double and triple points are taut implies

that all rational double and triple embeddings of curves are formally ¿-rigid,

while the nontaut examples of Brieskorn [3] and Wagreich [12] are non-¿-rigid.

(3) We note only a simple example of formal rigidity of higher dimensional

pairs.  If ¿ is any integer and « > 2, and if P" is identified with the zero section

of ¡£>fc, the ¿th power of the hyperplane bundle over P", then the pair (ípfc, P")

is formally rigid.  If « = 2, this is true as long as k < 0, while for k > 0, tL = tM

will at least be finite dimensional.
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